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spoken documents at the subword level [4]. The acoustic
distances are used as the local distance between any two
subwords during CDP to enable approximate matching.
In recent years, many researchers have reported
significant improvements in the accuracy of speech
recognition by using a deep neural network (DNN) [6,7].
We previously proposed acoustic distances defined from the
statistics between states of the hidden Markov model
(HMM) and showed their effectiveness in STD [4]. This
paper proposes an introduction of posterior probabilities
output by DNN in constructing acoustic distances.
The proposed acoustic distances are a kind of confusion
matrix. Two types of acoustic distance are proposed, the
acoustic distance between subwords and that between states
composing a subword HMM. Training data are first
segmented and corresponded to subwords and states by
forced alignment. When applying the training data of a state
A to DNN, the output probability of a state B for data A
corresponds to the possibility of a misrecognition from A to
B. In this way, a confusion matrix for states is constructed.
A confusion matrix for subwords is constructed by
averaging the three distances of the three states that
compose each subword HMM. Although spoken documents
are converted to word transcriptions or subword
transcriptions by ASR using DNN [8, 9], there are few
reports of using DNN to construct acoustic distances
between subwords or states.
Section 2 describes the conventional STD system and
acoustic distance. Section 3 describes the proposed acoustic
distances in detail. The “Spoken&Doc” open test collections
in the NTCIR-9 and NTCIR-10 workshops are used to
evaluate the retrieval accuracy of the proposed method in
Section 4, and our conclusions are presented in Section 5.

Abstract
The detection of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) query terms is a
crucial problem in spoken term detection (STD), because
OOV query terms are likely. To enable search of OOV
query terms in STD systems, a query subword sequence is
compared with subword sequences generated using an
automatic speech recognizer against spoken documents.
When comparing two subword sequences, the edit distance
is a typical distance between any two subwords. We
previously proposed an acoustic distance defined from
statistics between states of the hidden Markov model
(HMM) and showed its effectiveness in STD [4]. This paper
proposes an acoustic distance between subwords and HMM
states where the posterior probabilities output by a deep
neural network are used to improve the STD accuracy for
OOV query terms. Experiments are conducted to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method, using the open test
collections for the “Spoken&Doc” tasks of the NTCIR-9
[13] and NTCIR-10 [14] workshops. The proposed method
shows improvements in mean average precision.
Index Terms: spoken-term detection, deep neural
network, out-of-vocabulary query term, acoustic distance

1. Introduction
Research on spoken-document retrieval (SDR) and spokenterm detection (STD) have been actively conducted to
realize efficient searching of vast quantities of audiovisual
data [1,2,3]. STD is the task of finding matched sections in
spoken documents with a query consisting of one or more
words. Query terms are often out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words not contained in an ASR dictionary, such as technical
terms, geographical names, personal names, and neologisms.
Therefore, OOV query terms must be retrievable through
STD systems. To enable that, subword recognition using
monophones, triphones, and so on is performed in advance
for all spoken documents, and subword sequences for
spoken documents are prepared beforehand. When query
terms are given to the system, it converts the query terms to
a sequence of subwords, and then searches for that sequence
among the documents subword sequences. Matching
between a query sequence and those of spoken documents is
conducted by a continuous dynamic programming (CDP)
algorithm that continuously applies the dynamic time
warping (DTW) algorithm between a query term and
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2. Conventional STD System and
Acoustic Distances for OOV Terms
For OOV query terms, spoken documents are transformed
to subword sequences by subword recognition using ASR
beforehand in our conventional STD system. Given a query,
a query subword sequence is automatically obtained
according to Japanese conversion rules. A CDP algorithm
continuously applies DTW to search for a query subword
sequence among subword sequences of spoken documents.
CDP performs matching between a query subword sequence
and subword sequences of spoken documents. Acoustic
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distances between subwords are used as a local distance in
CDP. These are obtained from the statistics of HMMs
composed of subwords, as described in detail in the next
section. We have previously demonstrated the effectiveness
of these acoustic distances [4].

speech corpus different from the evaluation data is used to
construct the confusion matrix. First, an ASR transforms the
speech corpus into a subword sequence. From the results,
the number of occurrences of each subword and the number
of mistakes too different subwords are counted in the other
subword, and the probability that each subword is
mistakenly replaced with another subword is computed. For
example, NA is the number of occurrences of subword A,

2.1. Acoustic Distance between Subwords/States
This section explains in detail the method for constructing
acoustic distances between subwords and states [4]. Let a
subword HMM be composed of three states, here. First, the
distance between the same ݅-th state s (1  i  3) of two
subwords is defined. The likelihood of each state is
computed using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) in the
state. A state distribution is extracted from the two states.
The nearest two distributions correspond to the distance
between the two states, and the nearest distributions are
obtained by computing all the distances between any two
distributions derived from each pair of states. The distance
of the nearest distributions is regarded as the distance
between states. The formulation of the sate distance is
described below.
u and v are distributions of two states,

ud

and

B

and N A is the number of mistaken replacements of A with
B. The probability of replacing A with B is obtained by Eq.
(4).

N AB
PA ( B) 
NA

Generally speaking, many training data are required to
calculate the exact distance to obtain the correct confusion
matrix. By using the confusion matrix, it is possible to
calculate the likelihood of error between each sound, and
the distance can be derived from the acoustic point of view
from the value.

 ud2

3. Proposed Method

are the mean and variance of dimension d of distribution u,
respectively. The distance between two distributions is
obtained by Eq. (1), which denotes the Bhattacharyya
distance BD (u , v) between u and v. Here, Dim is the
dimensions of a feature vector.

1 Dim ( ud  vd ) 2
 2 2
4 d 1  ud
vd

BD(u, v) 
Let

s p (i )

and

m p (i, j )

log

3.1. DNNs
A DNN is a multilayer neural network. A typical speech
recognizer is a combination of an HMM and a DNN (DNN–
HMM). DNN input is a feature vector of spoken data such
as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and log
filter-bank parameter vectors. DNN outputs are posterior
probabilities of each HMM state. A feature vector includes
feature vectors of several frames before and after the current
frame, making it a high-dimensional feature vector. Each
output node in an output layer is associated with a HMM
state. When a feature vector of one frame is given to the
DNN, each output node generates a probability, which
becomes the posterior probability of the associated HMM
state.

2
( ud
 vd2 ) 2 (1)

2
2
4 ud vd


be the i-th state of subword p

and the j-th distribution in the i-th state of subword p. As
shown in Eq. (2), the minimum Bhattacharyya distance is
obtained by computing all distances between any
distributions (j, k) in the i-th states. The minimum
distribution distance is regarded as the i-th state distance

SD( s p (i ), sq (i )) .
SD( s p (i ), sq (i ))  min BD (m p (i, j ), mq (i, k ))

3.2. Constructing Acoustic Distance and Confusion
Matrix Using DNN Probabilities

(2)

Each DNN output node outputs a posterior probability for
each state of a subword. The acoustic distance between
states is defined using this posterior probability, and a
confusion matrix between states is constructed. We explain
the process along with the example in Fig. 1.
Note the section of phone “k” in phone sequence “i k a”
in the training data. Triphone “i-k+a” is composed of three
states and the corresponding section for each state is
obtained by forced alignment, as shown in Fig. 1. For
example, a feature vector sequence (shaded areas)
corresponding to the first state Sa of triphone “i-k+a” is
input to DNN. If the posterior probability of the first state Sd
of triphone “i-s+a” is as large as that of state Sa, state Sd can
be regarded as similar to state Sa. An acoustic distance
between states is accordingly defined as described below.

j ,k

All state distances are computed for all state pairs, and an
acoustic-distance matrix between states is constructed.
The acoustic distance AD (p, q) between subwords p
and q is defined as the average of the M state distances, as
shown in Eq. (3).

AD( p, q) 

1
M

M

 SD(s

p

(i), sq ( j ))

(4)

(3)

i 1

All acoustic distances are computed for all subword pairs,
and an acoustic-distance matrix between subwords is
constructed.

2.2. Confusion Matrix
A confusion matrix is often used to represent the acoustic
distance between two subwords. The confusion matrix
corresponds to the error tendency from a given subword or
state to another subword or state. A large amount of a

3.2.1. Defining Acoustic Distance between States
All sections corresponding to the i-th state Spi of subword p
in the training data are extracted by forced alignment, and
feature vectors of the corresponding sections are input to
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DNN. The output probabilities for other states are obtained
for each frame, because an average output probability for
state Sqj against all the frames corresponding to state Spi
represents the similarity between Sqj and Spi.

i
䞉䞉䞉䞉䞉䞉䞉

k

a

Feature Vector

䞉䞉䞉䞉䞉䞉䞉

states, and we used tied-state triphone models with 3009
states and 32 mixtures per state. The input feature vectors
were extracted under the conditions shown in Table 1. Five
frame-feature vectors were added before and after the
current frame as a feature vector for the DNN. The DNN
was trained using a 418-dimensional feature vector under
the conditions shown in Table 2. The alignments between
speech signals and each state were obtained from the results
of forced alignment. Syllable trigrams were used for
language models. For syllable recognition, we used Julius
[12,13], a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
engine. All spoken documents are transformed into triphone
sequences after syllable recognition using a DNN-HMMbased Julius system.
To measure processing time, we used a personal
computer with an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU, NVIDIA
GeForce GTX TITAN GPU, and 16 GB of memory.

i-k+a

i-s+a
Figure 1: Forced alignment of training data

4.2. Test Collections

The corresponding sections in the training data for state
are extracted by forced alignment. Let the n-th frame among
all corresponding sections be Fs(n), Ns be the total number

s (1  i  N s )

of frames corresponding to state

To evaluate the STD performance, we used the two open
test collections that were used in the NTCIR-9 workshop
[13] and the NTCIR-10 workshop [14]. As shown in Table
3, the test collection of NTCIR-9 contains 44 hours of CSJ
presentation speeches (excluded for training data) and two
query sets (dry run and formal run). Each query set includes
50 query terms. The test collection of NTCIR-10 contains
29 hours of spoken documents, distinct from CSJ, and two
query sets. Four kinds of test collection were thus used in
this study. We regarded all query as OOV queries. We used
the mean average precision as the measure of STD accuracy.

, and

Pt(Fs(n)) be the posterior probability of state t at the frame
Fs(n).
The average of the posterior probability Pt(Fs(n)),
obtained in the brackets in Eq. (5), represents a state
similarity between states s and t. Because a local distance is
required in CDP, Eq. (5) transforms the state similarity to a
state distance SD (s, t) between state s and t.

SD( s, t )   log

1
Ns

Ns

 P ( F (n))
t

s

n 1



Table 1: Conditions for feature extraction

(5)

All state distances are computed for any two states, and an
acoustic-distance matrix between states is constructed.

Feature parameter

38 dimensions (dim)
MFCC (12 dim) + Delta-MFCC (12
dim) + Delta-Delta-MFCC (12 dim)

3.2.2. Construction of Acoustic Distance between
Subwords

Window length

25 ms

Frame shift

10 ms

In a similar manner as Eq. (3), Eq. (6) defines the acoustic
distance AD (p, q) between subword p and q, where the state
distances described in the previous section are averaged
over M successive states in two subword HMMs.

1
AD( p, q) 
M

Table 2: Conditions for DNN

M

 SD (s, t )
i

(6)

Number of nodes

Input layer: 418
Hidden layer: 2048
Output layer: 3009

Number of hidden layers

3 layers

i 1

All acoustic distances are computed for any two subwords,
and an acoustic-distance matrix between subwords is
constructed.

Table 3: Two open test collections

4. Evaluation Experiments

NTCIR-9

NTCIR-10

Spoken
documents

CSJ, 177
presentations,
44 hours,
53,892 utterances

SDPWS, 104
presentations,
29 hours,
40,746 utterances

Query sets
and number

Formal run: 50
Dry run: 50

Formal run: 100
Dry run: 32

4.1. Experimental Conditions
For acoustic and language model training, we used 1255
speeches (about 287 hours of audio, so about 14 minutes per
speech) included in the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese
(CSJ) [10,11]. 177 presentation speeches in the CSJ were
excluded and used as testing data. We used a triphone
acoustic model composed of a left-to-right HMM with three
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seconds, and that when using subword-level matching was
0.04 seconds.
Acoustic distance between subwords and states were
constructed using the CSJ as learning data. Because the
retrieval target data of NTCIR-9 is the rest part other than
the training data of CSJ, the effect can be expected. In fact,
it showed an average of +3.26 points of STD accuracy
improvement in subword-level matching and an average of
+2.71 points of STD accuracy improvement in state-level
matching. On the other hand, the retrieval target data of
NTCIR-10 is SDPWS, which is spoken data from a
different recording environment. In this test set, STD
accuracy improved by an average of +4.75 points in
subword-level matching and an average of +2.96 points in
state-level matching. These results show the robustness of
the acoustic distance constructed by the proposed method.
When spoken documents are transformed to triphone
sequences using a GMM-HMM recognizer, not a DNNHMM one, the accuracy improvements shown in Figs. 2 and
3 were not obtained, and STD accuracy degraded for some
test sets. When using a DNN-HMM recognizer for spoken
documents, the error tendency of each subword is similar to
the acoustic distance matrix and substitution errors can be
recovered by using the acoustic-distance matrix. In contrast,
when using a GMM-HMM recognizer for spoken
documents, the error tendency did not accord with the
acoustic-distance matrix.

of queries
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Proposed Method

Figure 2: Retrieval accuracy using subword-level matching
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5. Conclusion

60
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Conventional Method
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We proposed a method to define acoustic distance between
subwords and states obtained using the posterior probability
of a DNN. The experimental results were applied to four
open test sets of NTCIR-9 and 10. The STD accuracy in
terms of mean average precision was improved +5.71 points
at maximum and +4.01 points on average when using
subword-level matching, and +3.90 points at maximum and
+2.84 points on average when using state-level matching.
These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
acoustic distances.
In the future, we will seek a method for obtaining
theoretical distances, such as the Bhattacharyya distance
[17] using a DNN, and compare the results with those using
the confusion matrix proposed here.

Proposed Method

Figure 3: Retrieval accuracy using state-level matching

4.3. Results
We conducted experiments with four types of NTCIR-9 and
NTCIR-10 formal- and dry-run test collection, shown in
Table 3. The experimental results for the four test
collections are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These figures denote
the retrieval result by subword-level matching and the
retrieval result by state-level matching. In both figures, the
“conventional method” used an acoustic distance
constructed using the GMM described in section 2.1, and
the “proposed method” used an acoustic distance
constructed using the DNN described in section 3.
In subword-level matching (Fig. 2), the proposed
acoustic distances improved STD accuracy in all test sets by
between 2.91 and 5.71 points. In state-level matching (Fig.
3), the proposed acoustic distances improved STD accuracy
in all test sets by between 1.52 and 3.90 points. These
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
acoustic distances obtained using DNN.
When comparing the retrieval results of subword-level
matching with those of state-level matching, STD accuracy
using state-level matching was slightly better than that using
subword-level matching for all test sets. This is because
state-level matching performs a more detailed search in a
DP lattice. In this case, both the reference and the input
become increasingly detailed three times. As a result, the
retrieval time when using state-level matching was 0.30
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